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l> A widely used property of Prolog is that it is possible to write Prolog 
programs to construct and manipulate other Prolog programs in a very 
general manner. Unfortunately, this property is not carried over to richer 
languages uch as CLP(A ' ) - - the manipulation of CLP(~)  programs in 
CLP(~')  is quite limited. The reason is that the equality of terms in 
CLP(J~') is not based on their syntactic structure. We propose an extended 
language, CLP(~ +~t'), in which programs may be represented and struc- 
turally manipulated. Importantly, CLP(,9~ +de') is not just a meta-language 
for CLP(A'), but it can also be used as its own meta-language. We present 
a decision algorithm for ~ +~" constraints, discuss implementation issues, 
and describe the implementation of a subclass of ~ '  +11 constraints. 
Finally, by building on the extended language, we present an integrated set 
of system predicates and a methodology for practical meta-programming. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In very general terms, meta-programming i volves writing programs to manipulate 
other programs. In the context of logic programming this is frequently called 
"metalogic programming." This paper considers meta-programming in the logic 
programming language CLP(~')  [15], a generalization of Prolog that includes 
real-number arithmetic onstraints. 
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When CLP(#~') was developed, meta-programming in Prolog was already an 
established area, with a wide range of programming techniques and many applica- 
tions. Since CLP(~')  generalizes Prolog, a natural question was whether Prolog 
meta-programming ideas could be adapted for use in CLP(~'). The starting point 
of our work was the observation that the traditional and most widely used approach 
to meta-programming in Prolog was not directly applicable to meta-programming 
for CLP(~').  We now explain why. 
The key features of the traditional Prolog meta-programming approach are: (a) 
the use of meta-level variables to represent object-level variables (the so-called 
"nonground representation"), and (b) the use of self-encoding for constants and 
functions (that is, an object level function f is encoded at the meta-level by f). 
Hence, an object-level expression such as f (×, g (b) ,  Y) is presented at the 
meta-level by f (x, g (b ) ,  Y) (i.e. the same expression). This leads to consider- 
able economy of notation, and yet provides a very powerful and flexible meta-pro- 
gramming system that can be implemented efficiently and simply (it also leads to 
some semantic problems, which we shall discuss in the next section). In particular, 
we can use unification to directly decompose and build-up program expressions 
between equality in Prolog is based on the syntactic structure of terms. 
This simple approach does not work in CLP(~')  because quality in CLP(~q~') is 
not based solely on the syntactic structure of terms: CLP(#~') terms with different 
structure may be equal. Hence, there is no direct way to decompose and analyze 
the structure of a CLP(~)  term within CLP(~'). For example, suppose we wish to 
write a CLP(~)  compiler in CLP(~'). We would like to write something like: 
compile(Tl+T2) :-(emit action for add). 
compile(Tl*T2):-(emit action for multiply). 
This does not produce the desired results in CLP(o~') because we cannot determine 
the structure of an arithmetic term by matching it with another arithmetic term. 
For example, the call ? -compi le  ( l -Y )  will match both of the above rules. 1 It is 
necessary, therefore, to introduce some method for coding programs to facilitate 
their structural or "syntactic" manipulation. 
The goal of our work was to design a meta-programming facility for CLP(2)  
that solves this problem, is an extension of the standard Prolog approach to 
meta-programming, and is: 
self-applicable: The facility must support he writing of programs that manipulate 
themselves (such as meta-circular interpreters). In particular, we wanted to 
avoid "representability towers," where programs at one level can only manip- 
ulate programs at lower levels and cannot manipulate programs at the same 
level. This is primarily a constraint on the encoding scheme employed. 
flexible and general: Since there was no prior experience of meta-programming i  
CLP(#~'), we had little guidance about what facilities were important for 
1 Both rules match since 1 - Y = T 1 + T2 and 1 - Y = T 1 * T2 arc both satisfiable. 
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meta-programming  CLP(~'). Instead we aimed for maximum flexibility, 
and in particular, we wanted to support and encourage new meta-program- 
ming techniques that might arise in the context of constraints. 
efficiently implementable: The facility must be efficiently implementable within 
the framework of standard CLP(~') compiler technology (e.g., [14]). More- 
over, any modifications to a compiler to support the facility should have 
negligible ffect on programs that do not involve meta-programming. 
reflective: Some approaches to writing Prolog meta-interpreters ffectively reim- 
plement unification at the meta-level. Not only is this expensive in terms of 
programmer effort, but it is also leads to inefficient meta-programs. In 
CLP(~'), unification is replaced by the more complex process of constraint 
solving, and reimplementing constraint solving at the meta-level is even less 
feasible than reimplementing unification. Hence, it was important that our 
design allow the underlying constraint engine of CLP(~') to be easily reused 
at the meta-level. 
Our proposed facility is a comprehensive scheme for adding meta-programming 
facilities to CLP(~q~); it consists of two main components: 
• Extending the core language: We add a simple syntactic device for expressings 
encodings of programs. Correspondingly, we extend the core domain of 
CLP(~') with some special interpreted function symbols to represent these 
encodings and an interpreted one to decode them. The resulting language is
called CLP(~ +~t'). The central problem that arises is now to manipulate 
the new class of CLP(~' +~t') constraints. We address this both at the 
theoretical level (we give a decision procedure for the new constraints) and 
the practical level (we describe a pragmatic implementation strategy). 
• Adding to the library of systems predicates: We identify additional features that 
are needed to facilitate meta-programming. These address issues such as 
self-modifying code and access to a program's collected constraint set. 
Constraints are fundamental to our approach. Not only do we strive for 
metalogic onstructs that interact gracefully with the underlying constraints of the 
language, but we also use constraints to define the central elements of our 
language xtension. This approach not only provides support for the standard 
metalogic programming applications, but it also opens up a new range of applica- 
tions that exploit he combination of meta-programming and constraints. Although 
this work is developed in the context of CLP(~), only very minimal assumptions 
are made about the properties of the underlying constraint domain, and we believe 
that the general approach should be applicable to a wide variety of constraint logic 
programming languages. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins by 
describing the approach in this paper to meta-programming  CLP(~). In Sec- 
tion 3 we define the extended CLP(~') core language for meta-programming, 
CLP(~' +~"). A decision algorithm for ~ +~" constraints i given in Section 4. In 
Section 5, we introduce additional facilities that are needed for practical meta- 
programming, demonstrating their use for a range of applications ranging from 
meta-programming, demonstrating their use for a range of applications ranging 
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from meta-interpretation to symbolic algebra. Issues relating to the implementa- 
tion of ~ '  +~t" constraints are discussed in Section 6. Finally, we briefly survey in 
Section 7 other essential work from the logic programming and CLP literature in 
meta-programming. The appendices contain some technical proofs and a CLP(~2' 
+~{) meta-circular interpreter. 
Our design has been implemented, distributed as part of the CLP(~2) system, 
and successfully employed by a number of CLP(~2) users (for example [18, 26]). 
2. META-PROGRAMMING FOR CLP(~q~) 
Our goal is to support the wide range of established Prolog meta-programming 
techniques in the context of CLP(3) ,  as well as take advantage of the constraint 
framework of CLP(~' )  to develop new meta-programming techniques. We begin by 
examining why some simple approaches to metaprogramming in CLP(~' )  are 
unsatisfactory. The fundamental problem described in Section 1 can be partially 
solved by providing coded versions of all arithmetic function symbols, as well as 
facilities for converting between programs or program fragments and their coded 
forms. Importantly, the coding of terms and programs must be amenable to 
structural manipulation. For example, the coding of 1 + 2 must be distinct from the 
coding of 42 -39 .  Some of this functionality can be achieved without major 
language extensions. For example, we could introduce new function symbols ++, 
** . . . . .  to respectively denote coded versions of the arithmetic symbols +, * . . . . .  
and then set up an association between these two sets of symbols by writing 
conversion rules such as: 
eva l (X++Y,  XX+YY)  :- 
eva l (X ,  XX) , 
eva l (Y ,  YY)  . 
Rules of this form would be required for each of the arithmetic function 
symbols as well as for all of the other function symbols. Then, for example 
eva l  (×* * (Y+ + Z ) , T) would result in the constraint ×* (Y + z ) = T. This scheme 
is unsatisfactory for a number of reasons: 
• There are no facilities to convert a program to its coded form. 
• Obtaining an implementation of eva l  that behaves correctly on partially 
instantiated arguments is problematic. 
• It is often necessary for a program to gain access to the coded forms of the 
rules in the database. This cannot be achieved without adding appropriate 
language facilities. 
• It is not possible to code programs that themselves contain codings of 
programs. For example, consider the program fragment p (x+ +Y, x+Y) .  
Clearly this cannot be coded as p (× + + Y, x + + Y). 
To provide a more general and uniform solution, we propose an approach 
consisting of two components--extensions to the core language as well as a 
collection of new system predicates. 
At the language, we expand the domain ~ to a new domain, which we call 
~ '  +t, ' .  For each arithmetic symbol f,  this new domain contains a corresponding 
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coded arithmetic symbol, fi Equality for these new symbols is syntactic equality 
(that is, they are treated as uninterpreted function symbols). Additionally, a new 
interpreted function symbol eva l is introduced for relating coded and uncoded 
symbols. We also provide a macro operator called quote  that allows the program- 
mer to specify concisely that an arithmetic expression embedded in a program is to 
be considered syntactica.._ lly. For th_____~e purpose of meta-circularity, the uninterpreted 
function symbols quote  and eva l  code the quote  and eva l  symbols, respec- 
tively. This extended language, CLP(~9~ +A'), preserves the core language seman- 
tics. Consequently a number of programming techniques become possible that 
were never considered in traditional work on meta-programming, particularly with 
respect o the symbolic manipulation of arithmetic expressions. These techniques 
could not be used conveniently if the syntactic manipulation of arithmetic expres- 
sions were only possible with their variables being frozen (ground). 
Second, to make this language useful for practical meta-programming, we also 
extend the library with a set of system predicates that allow: 
• Examining and modifying the rulebase, both structurally and also nonstruc- 
turally. 
• Examining the current constraint set. 
• Determining the instantiation status of variables. 
The last of these raises again the issue of ground variable representation. In 
addition to the comments in Section 2, we simply note that a dynamic ground 
representation facility such as the f reeze /2  predicate of Sterling and Shapiro, 
could be added to CLP(.9~ +~t'). However, such a facility would clearly not be a 
suitable basis for the kinds of meta-programming we wish to facilitate. 
Together, our facilities satisfy the following criteria: 
• They are upwards compatible with the standard meta-programming facilities 
of Prolog. 
• They are general--that is, a program is able to manipulate any other pro- 
grams, even those that contain meta-level constructs. 
• It is easy to construct practical meta-interpreters. 
• They enable the examination and manipulation of the current collection of 
constraints during program execution. 
We conclude with some remarks about writing meta-interpreters and meta- 
circular interpreters in CLP(~9~ +~e'). In Section 6, we show how CLP(~ +~')  can 
be used to write a very simple "vanilla" recta-interpreter for CLP(~/'). This 
interpreter not only functions as a meta-interpreter for CLP(~'), but it also 
functions as a recta-interpreter for CLP(~ +~g). The use of meta-level to encode 
object-level variables means that it is very easy to use the CLP(~' +~¥) constraints 
solver to solve the object level constraints (so we do not have to re-implement 
constraint solving at the meta-level), and this leads to an elegant and efficient 
recta-circular interpreter. However, certain classes of meta-programming applica- 
tions (such as those involving more complex manipulation of constraints) require a 
separation of object-level and meta-level variables. We discuss this issue in detail 
in Section 6. 
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3. MANIPULATING CLP(o~') PROGRAMS 
We now describe the language features for coding programs and fragments of 
programs, and for converting between coded and uncoded forms. We begin by 
reviewing the syntax of CLP(~) .  A CLP(,~) term is constructed from program 
variables, function symbols as f, g and n i l  and function symbols such as +, *, 2 
and -3 .14 .  The first kind of function symbols are the usual Prolog style symbols 
that are used for building up data structures and lists. The second kind are special 
symbols for building up arithmetic expressions. We call the latter arithmetic 
function symbols, and the former nonarithmetic symbols. A CLP(~')  atom is of the 
form p(t! . . . . .  6)  where p is a predicate symbol and t I . . . . .  6 are CLP(~'~) terms. 
CLP(,~) distinguishes the special predicate symbols representing arithmetic rela- 
tions, which are written using the usual infix notation. A CLP(~/') program is a 
collection of rules of the form A <-- / t  1 . . . . .  A n where A, Aj . . . . .  A n are CLP(3)  
atoms. 
3.1. Coding Terms 
A key property of CLP( J  +~e) is its ability to provide a "structural" representa- 
tion of "coding" of CLP(~)  terms. This is achieved by expanding the syntax of 
terms with a new class of function symbols, called coded function^symbols. 
Specifically, for each arithmetic function symbol f, a function symbol f is intro- 
duced. The symbol fi is called the coded form of f, and is a distinct new function 
symbol. Coded function symbols are interpreted under the standard syntactic 
equality theory. That is, f(a~ . . . . .  a,n)=g(b 1. . . . .  b m) iff f=g and a i=b i, for 
1 <i_<m. In essence, CLP(~J~ +.~) programs are constructed from variables, 
arithmetic function symbols, non-arithmetic function symbols and coded function 
symbols. In what follows, s and t (possibly subscripted) will be used to denote 
CLP(J2 +~' )  terms, while a and b shall be reserved for ground CLP(~2 +,¢t') 
terms. 
To facilitate writing and manipulation of codings of programs, we introduce two 
operations. The first is a macro-like operation quote ,  which is used for writing 
codings of terms. The second is an operator eva l  that "evaluates" a coded 
program term and converts it to its uncoded form} We now elaborate. 
The operation quote  converts a term to its corresponding coded form as 
follows 
t 
/ (quot e( t I ) ..... quote(t,,)) 
quote( t )  = 
f(quot e(tl), , quote(tn)) 
if t is a variable. 
i f t  i s f ( t  1 . . . . .  tn ) ,n>O 
and f is arithmetic. 
i f t  is f (  6 . . . . .  6) ,n>O 
and f is nonarithmetic. 
2 There is a useful analogy between the eval and quote used here and the et,al function and quote 
special form of LISP. In particular, the former operator initiates the evaluation ofan expression, and 
the latter effectively halts an expression's evaluation, treating the unevaluated xpression as a data 
structure. We note that he analogy issomewhat shallow because of the substantial differences between 
the logic programming and functional programming operational models. 
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We refer to the process of applying the above definition to a term as quote-expan- 
sion. For example, the following table shows the result of quote-expanding a 
number of syntactic forms. 
Program fragment Quote-expansion f fragment 
quote(Y'Z) 
C=quote(X+Y>=2+Z*Z) 
R=quote(p(f(u, a), U-2)) 
y2z 
c:x~Y>:2~z*z 
R=p( f (U ,  a ) ,  U~-2)  
where > = is an overloaded symbol, used here as a function symbol. For conve- 
nience, the coded form of every arithmetic onstant is identified with itself. For ^ 
example, 2 is the same as 2. Quote-expansion is performed whenever a rule is 
selected from the rule base to solve a goal. Quote-expansion is also performed on 
the initial goal before computation begins. 
To allow for the coding of programs containing quote  and eva l ,  two new 
coded function symbols quote  and eva l  are introduced. For example, the term 
quote  (f (quote (X+Y) , X+Y) ) expands to f (quote (X+Y) , X+Y)_~. Simil__arly 
quote ( f (quote (eval (X+Y)) , eval (X+Y)) ) expands to f (quote (eval (X 
+Y) ) , eva l  (X+Y)) .  We define that quote-expansion is performed in outer-most 
first order. This means that an occurrence of quote  that appears within the scope 
of another quote  will be translated to quote .  
This specific formulation of quote  is motivated by the desire to achieve 
meta-circularity. More concretely, we require that not only can we code CLP(~J?) 
terms, but also that we can code terms that themselves contain codings of terms. 
For example, the coding of 1 + 2 is obtained by writing quote  (1+ 2),  which 
quote-expands into 1+2. Then, the coding of f ( l+2 ,  1+2)  is obtained by 
writing quote(f(l+2, quote(l+2))), which quote-expands into f(l+2, 
quote  ( 1 + 2 ) ). To contrast his situation, suppose that we dispensed with quote ,  
and allowed codings of arithmetic symbols to appear directly in programs. A 
problem then arises when we wish to consider coding programs that contain such 
^ 
symbols. For example if + appears in a program, then how would we represent this 
^ ~, 
symbol in an encoding of the program? We could use +, +, etc., but then how 
could we write a meta-program that can be applied to itself? In summary, by 
requiring that coded symbols be introduced into programs using quot  e, we achieve 
meta-circularity. 
3.2. Interpreting Coded Terms 
We next describe the eva l  function whose purpose is to convert a coded term to 
the term it codes. For example eva l  (1+2)  should be equivalent to 3 and 
eva l ( f ( l+2 ,  quote(2+2) ) )  should be equivalent to f (3 ,  1+2) .  The 
meaning of eva l  is defined via the axioms presented in Figure 1. The first two 
axiom schemas say that the theory of 3 +~" is an extension of that of c~,. The 
third says that =~+~, is a congruence over terms. The fourth says that eva l  
translates coded function symbols f into their uncoded form f, and so eva l (a  +b) 
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al =~+~ a2 i fa l  =~¢+s~ bl, a2 =~+~ b2 
and bl =~ b2 
al op~+~ a2 ifaa -----~+~, bl, a2 =~+~ b2, 
bi op~ b2 and op is either 
>, >, <, or < 
f(a,,...,a~) :~+~ f(b,,...,bn) i fai  :~+~ bi, i :  1 , . . . ,n  
eva l ( f (ba , . . . ,  bn)) =,¢+~ if f # quote 
f(eval(bl),..., eval(bn)) 
evam(f(bx,..., bn)) =~+~ if f #evam, f # f '  
f(eval(bx),..., eval(bn)) 
eval(q~oge (a)) =~+~ a 
FIGURE 1. ~' +.~v axioms. 
is equivalent to eva l (a )+eva l (b ) .  Note that in this schema f ranges over 
uncoded symbols that are different from quote .  The fifth schema says that eva l  
preserves the meaning of uncoded symbols, so that eva l (g (a ,  b)) is equivalent to 
g (eva l (a ) ,eva l (b ) ) .  Finally, the sixth axiom schema defines that quote  "pro- 
tects" its argument from eva l .  
Using the ~'  +¢¢t" axioms, we can define the meaning of constraints involving the 
eva l  function. Specifically, let W denote a collection of ~'  +~¢" constraints, and let 
0 be a substitution that maps each variable in ~ into a ground term constructed 
from arithmetic symbols, non-arithmetic symbols, coded symbols and eva l .  The 
substitution 0 is a solution of ~ if the ground constraints ~0 are consequences of
the ~'  +~¢" axioms. Two collections of constraints are equiualent if they have the 
same solutions. 
Consider some example constraints. The constraint ×= eva l  (1+ 3) is equiva- 
lent to x= 1 + 3, which is equivalent o x -4 .  The constraint g(5%2, z) = g (U, 
eva l  (U)) is equivalent to 5*2 -u ,  z -eva l  (U),which is equivalent to 5*2 =u, 
z : 10. The constraint x ~- Y- eva l  ( quote  ( 1 t 2 ) ) is equivalent to x :  1, Y- 2. At 
this stage we should note that the satisfiability problem for ~ +~" constraints is 
non-trivial. Consider for example, the following two constraints: 
f(eval2(X), et, al2(Y) ) =f(q--~ote(eval4(Y) ), q--~ote(eval3(X) )) 
f(eval3( X),eual4(V)) =f(~(eva l2 (Y ) ) ,  quote(eval2( X))), 
where eval" denotes n applications of eval (e.g., eval2(X) denotes 
eva l  (eva l (X) ) ) .  The first of these constraints i s_  satisfiab!e. For__.. example, the 
substitution that maps both X and Y into quote(quote(quote( l ) ) )  is a 
solution. The second constraint, although very similar in structure, is not satisfi- 
able. 
3.3. Properties 
The following two propositions establish some correctness properties of the ~'  +t /  
axioms. The first shows that <~,~+x equality is a conservative xtension of 
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equality. The second shows that the combination of quote expansion and the eva l  
operation can be used to faithfully code and decode terms. The proofs of these two 
propositions are straightforward and can be found in Appendix A. 
Proposition 3.1. Let a and b be ground CLP(~.~) terms. Then a =~+A b iff a --~ b. 
Proposition 3.2. Let a and b be ground CLP(~)  terms and let ~ be the quote 
expansion of quote(a). Then eva 1(4) ~ +~, b iff a =~ b. 
An important consequence of defining eva l  using an axiom schema is that the 
meaning of a goal is not dependent on the order of the constraints it contains. For 
example the goals 
? -X :quate(Y+l )  , eva l (X) :Z+l  
? -eva l  (X) :Z+I ,  X :quote  (Y+ i) 
both result in X= Y$1,  eual(Y) = Z. This is in contrast o many of the meta-pro- 
gramming facilities in PROLOG, such as un iv  and var  (including the approach 
described in [19]) whose operations are heavily dependent on the order of goal 
evaluation. Our motivation for seeking an equational solution to the meta-pro- 
gramming problem in CLP(~' )  was to avoid introducing ad hoc operations, and 
also to provide facilities that are compatible with the notion of constraints 
embodied in CLP(~'). 
The axiom schema in Figure 1 can be partitioned into a CLP(,9~)-like compo- 
nent and a rewrite relation. Specifically, let ~'  + denote the theory generated by 
the first three schemas in Figure 1, and let ~ ,  denote the rewrite system defined 
by treating the remaining three axiom schemas as left-to-right rewrite rule schemas. 
Clearly ~ + is a conservative extension of the theory of CLP(~'), in the sense that 
if s and t are CLP(~')  terms then s--.~+ t, s >~+ t . . . . .  iff s--~ t, s >~ t . . . . .  
respectively. Additionally, ~ + relates certain non-CLP(~)  terms. For example, 
1 $ (1 + 2) is equated with 1 $ 3. 
The rewrite system ~,  is confluent, since there are no critical pairs, and it is 
also terminating. The normal form of a ground term a (denote NF(a)) can 
therefore be defined as the result of exhaustively applying the rewrite rules of 
~ .  Note that NF(a) cannot contain any occurrences of eval (it also cannot 
contain occurrences of quote--these disappear during quote expansion). The 
following proposition is an easy consequence of standard results for reduction 
modulo an equivalence relation. Again, the proof is deferred to Appendix A, which 
also contains a small amount of background material on term rewriting. 
Proposition 3.3. Let a and b be ground CLP(~ +~t') terms. Then 
a --.~+~r b i f fNF(a)  -~+ NF(b) .  
We extend the rewrite relation ~r  to nonground terms in the obvious way. 
Note that a term s in normal form has the property that any occurrence of the 
form eva l ( t )  must be of the form eva ln (X)  where eva l  n denotes n applications 
of eva l  and X is a variable. Intuitively, rewriting a CLP(~/' +~v) term s using ~r  
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has the effect of pushing occurrences of eva l  further inside a term. Rewriting can 
continue until all occurrences of eva l  are either applied to other occurrences of 
eva l  or to variables. Hence, if a normal form term does not contain variables, 
then it also does not contain eva l .  In Section 4 we shall implicitly assume that all 
terms have been rewritten into normal form. 
3. 4. Example Programs 
We begin with a relatively simple example to demonstrate the utility of these 
facilities. The program given in Figure 2 illustrates manipulation of coded forms of 
constraints and computes the "turning point" of a function of one variable. 
The rules for d i f f  respectively implement he following rules for differentia- 
tion: (d/dx)(c) = 0, for any constant c; (d/dx)(x) = 1; (d/dx)(A + B) = (d/dx)(A)  
+ (d/dx)(B) and (d/dx)(A * B) = (d/dx)(A)* B +A *(d/dx)(B). The example 
goal differentiates the coded expression, applies eva l  to the result and equates it 
to 0 to find a value for eva l  (X), and finally substitutes back this value into the 
original expression, thus finding a "turning point" for this expression. Figure 3 
presents the constraints generated at each step for this goal. 
Notice that the first two subgoals deal with algebraic expressions only at the 
symbolic level. Then the third subgoal uses the coded derivative to establish an 
arithmetic onstraint, which is then solved. The fourth subgoal uses this solution to 
evaluate the previously coded expression. Hence the program demonstrates the 
mixed use of coded and uncoded versions of constraints, although the use is quite 
simple. The next example makes more sophisticated use of this combination of 
views. 
The program and query in Figure 4 make even greater use of the flexibility of 
the language features we have defined. The example finds successive syntactic 
representations of sums of the numbers 1 and 2 equal to 4. The answers are 
dil l (T, O) "- 
ground(T).  
di l l (X, 1) "- 
var(X) , 
!. 
d i l l (  quote(A + B), quote(DADX + DBDX) ) -- 
di l l (A, DADX), 
dif f  (B, DBDX). 
di l l (  quote(A * B), quote(DADX * B + DBDX * A) ) "- 
di l l (A,  DADX). 
di l l (B,  DBDX). 
?- Y = quote(X*X + 2*X + 1), 
di l l (Y,  DYDX), 
eval(DYDX) = 0, 
T = eval(Y),  
p r in t f ( "Turn ing  point: X = Y,, Y = Y, \n", [eval(X),T]).  
F IGURE 2. "Turning point" program. 
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Execution Point Constraints 
Y=quote(l*X+2*X4-1) Y=(X;X)  ~- (2 ;X)  ~- I .  
di~f(Y, DYDX) Y = ((X "~ X) ~- (2 ; X)) ~ 1, 
evaI(DYDX) = 0 
simplifying this gives 
x : evai(Y) 
simplifying this gives 
DmX : (((1 ; X) $ (X ; 1)) 
-$ ((0 ; X) -$ (2 * 1))) -7- O. 
: ((X ; X) -$ (2 ~ X)) -7- 1, 
DmX : ((0 ; x) -?- (x ; I)) 
-7- ((o ; x) $ (2 ~ I))) $ o, 
I * eval(X) + eval(X) * 1 + 0 * eval(X) 
+2.1+0:0 .  
Y = ((x ~ x) -7- (2 ; x)) ~ 1, 
DYDX = (((1 ~ x) -~ (x ~ 1)) 
$ ((o ~ x) $ (2 ; i))) $ o, 
.vat(x) : -I. 
z = ((x ; x) -7- (2 ; x)) ¥ 1, 
D~x : ( (0  ; x) ~ (x ; 1)) 
$ ((o ; x) $ (2 ; I))) -7- o, 
eva l (X)  ---- --1, 
T : eva l (X)  * eva l (X)  4- 2 • eva l (X)  4- 1. 
DYDX = ((0 ; x) $ (x ~ I)) 
$ ((o ; x) $ (2 ; i))) $ o, 
eval(l) = --I, 
T=O.  
F IGURE 3. Execution of " turning point"  program. 
enumerated as follows: 
+ (~ + (~ 
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p(t). 
p(2). 
p(quo%o(X + Y)) :- 
oval(X) >= I, 
oval(Y) >= 1, 
p(X), 
p(Y). 
?- ova l (Z)  = 4, p(Z) .  
FIGURE 4. Recursive term search program. 
Several aspects of this program are worth noting: 
• The answer is constrained a priori to be arithmetically equal to 4. 
• Broadly, a test and generate technique is used to select the appropriate 
individual values for the sum. Each summand is required to be greater than 
or equal to 1, so both excessively large and excessively small values would be 
pruned out. 
This results in a reasonably efficient search, and is possible only because of the 
particular design of the quote  and eva1 operators. 
4. ~9~ +.~tr CONSTRAINTS 
A collection of ~ +~" constraints that does not contain any variables can be solved 
^ 
by computing normal forms. For example, to decide the constraint eva l  (2*3)= 
eva l  (42"-36), it suffices to find the normal form of both sides and then test 
whether 2 * 3 =~42- 36. In other words, we can reduce this ~ +.~," constraint to an 
arithmetic onstraint. However, when constraints contain variables, normalization 
cannot remove occurrences of eva l ,  and we are forced to deal with them directly. 
Occurrences of eva l  in a normalized term are always of the form eva ln (X)  
where X is a variable. Such terms behave very much like variables. For example, 
the constraint 
eva l (X) -4 ,  Y :eva l (X)*eva l (X) - lO  
can be simplified to eva l  (x) - 4, Y = 4"4 -  10, and finally to eva l  (x) = 4, Y= 6. 
An important point here is that the constraint eva1 (x)- -4 cannot be simplified 
into the form x = exp to yield a substitution for x; instead we treat eva1 (x) = 4 as 
a substitution for eva l  (x). 
The most difficult part of solving ~ '  +~¢g constraints i dealing with cycles. In the 
case of standard unification, constraints involving cycles such as ×= f (x) are 
always unsatisfiable, but here they are sometimes atisfiable. For example, x 
=quote  (eva1 (x))  has x= quote( l )  as one possible solution. The presence of 
such circularities ignificantly complicates the process of substitution. 
Our algorithm is defined as a series of transformations on a pair < g~, 5g), where 
g" is a collection of ~ +~," constraints and 5g is a collection of arithmetic 
constraints. The algorithm maintains all terms in <g',5~¢') in normal form (if any 
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transformation generates a constraint hat contains a term not in normal form, 
then such terms are immediately rewritten into normal form). The starting point of 
the algorithm in the pair (~/n, { } ), where ~/n is the input collection of constraints. 
Before presenting the transformation steps, we give some preliminary defini- 
tions. During algorithm execution, a new kind of constraint may be generated. Such 
constraints are of the form uncoded(t) and are satisfied when t is a term whose 
normal form does not contain any symbol of the form f. In the context of a pair 
(~,z¢) ,  a term s is an arithmetic term if either the topmost symbol of s is an 
arithmetic symbol or if s is an expression that occurs in ~.  A constraint s = t is an 
arithmetic onstraint if either s or t is an arithmetic term. If the expression exp 
contains an occurrence of the term s, then this is denoted by writing exp[s]. The 
result of replacing the designated occurrence of s in exp[s] by t is denoted by 
exp[t]. A term s is said to be enclosed by a function symbol f in an expression 
exp[s] if the occurrence of s appears inside the scope of an occurrence of f. For 
example, in the term f ( g (x ) ,  h (Y)) the variable x is enclosed by both £ and g, 
but not by h. 
The transformations in our algorithm are of two kinds--simplification steps, and 
substitution steps. The algorithm is essentially the exhaustive application of all of 
these transformations, with preference given to applications of the simplification 
steps. Note that in the presentation of these transformations, we shall consider 
equations = t and t = s to be identical. 
The simplification steps are presented in Figure 5. Steps 1-4 essentially replace 
a constraint in ~ by some simpler constraints. Step 5 deals with constraints of the 
1. Replace f(sa,.. . ,sm) = g(tt , . . . , t ,~),  where f and g are either non- 
arithmetic symbols or coded symbols, by 
(a)  SI = t l , - - - ,  3rt = in, if f = g and m = n, or 
(b) 0 --- 1, otherwise. 
2. Replace eva l i (X)  = ezp[evalJ(X)] by 0 = 1 if either 
(a) i > j and the occurrence of eva l J (X )  is not enclosed by evaZ 
but is enclosed by a coded function symbol, or 
(b) the occurrence of eva l J (X )  is enclosed by a non-arithmetic sym- 
bol. 
3. Delete evali(X) = evali(X). 
4. Replace eva l i (X)  : eva l J (X) ,  where i < ], by uncoded(evali(X)). 
5. Replace uncoded(t) by 0 = 1 if t contains a symbol of the form f .  
6. Transfer any arithmetic constraint from £ to .A. 
7. I f  there is an occurrence of eva l J (X) ,  j _> 0, in A that is not enclosed 
by an eva l  symbol, then replace eva l (eva l J (X ) )  by eval J (X) .  
FIGURE 5. Simplification steps for ~'  +.g constraints. 
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form uncoded(t) and Step 6 transfers constraints from g~ to z~¢. Step 7 uses 
information from ~a¢ to simplify constraints in g~; note that it may replace an 
occurrence of a term in either g" or ,~¢. 
For example, when input the constraint f ( 0, eva l  (x) )  = f (x -  Y, eva l  (Y)) ,  
the algorithm constructs the following sequence of pairs: 
P1:({f(0, eval(X)):f(X-Y, eval(Y))}, { }) 
P2:({0=X-Y, eval(X)=eval(Y)}, { }) 
P3:({eval(X)=eval(Y) }, {0=X-Y}) 
P4 :({x-Y}, {0-X-Y)) 
Ps:({ }, {X-Y, 0-X-Y}>. 
The pair P2 is obtained from P~ by an application of Simplification Step 1. Then 
Step 6 is applied to obtain P3 since 0 x -Y  is an arithmetic onstraint. In turn P3 
is simplified by (two applications of) Step 7 because x and Y are arithmetic 
variables, and so eva l  (x) and eva l  (Y) can respectively be replaced by x and Y. 
Finally, P4 can be simplified using Step 6 again. The resulting constraints are just 
CLP(~)  constraints, which can be solved by standard methods. 
The second kind of transformations are substitution steps, and these are used 
when no simplification step can be applied. Substitution steps essentially choose an 
equation from the current g~, remove it, and then use it to perform a substitution 
into g', thereby removing a variable from the current (g~,~¢) pair. The details are 
presented in Figure 6. For example, consider the following constraints 3 where g' 
^ 
is {eval(eval(X) )-eval(eval(Y)), eval(X) :i+2}. The substitution 
step chooses the constraint eva l  (x ) :1+2.  This is then deleted from g~, and 
after substitution, g~ becomes { 3 - eva l  (eva l  (Y)) }. The constraint 3 = 
eva l  (eva l  (Y)) is subsequently transferred to d .  Note the side condition on the 
choice of the equation eva l i (X )= exp used in the substitution. In essence, this 
condition ensure that eva l i (X )  is the "smallest" of all expressions of the form 
eva l ( - - "  (eva l (X) ) - - - )  in gL This is crucial for correctness. For example, let 
consist of the constraints eva l  (eva l  (Y ) ) -eva l  (x ) ,  eva l (X)  =1+2 and 
eva l  (Y) = 3. Without  the condit ion on substitution, the equat ion 
eva  1 ( eva  1 ( Y ) ) - eva  1 ( X ) could be chosen and substituted for eva  1 ( eva  1 (Y)) 
3 Recall that all terms are written in normal form. 
If none of the simplification steps are applicable, then 
1. Choose an equation of the form ova l i (g )  = exp in E, i > 0, such that 
all occurrences of eva l J (X )  in £ where j < i are enclosed by an eva l  
symbol.  
2. Delete the equation from £ if e~.p does not contain eva l i (X ) .  
3. Replace all occurrences of eva l i (X )  in (£,.,4) by exp. 
FIGURE 6. Substitution steps for ~ +~t" constraints. 
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1. Input  the constraints gin; 
2. Const ruct  the pair (£i,~,-A); 
3. Repeated ly  App ly  the simplification and substitution steps 
4. Unt i l  either no steps can be applied or .,4 contains 0 = 1; 
5. I fA  is satisfiable and £ contains no equations 4 then output satisfiable 
6. Else output unsatisfiable 
FIGURE 7. Algorithm for ~ +~K¢ constraints. 
by the substitution step, thus "simplifying" W into {eva l  (x) - 1 + 2, eva l  (Y) : 
3 } (note that the substitution of eva l  (x) for eva l  (eva l  (Y)) does not affect 
the equation eva l  (Y)= 3). Such a step clearly does not preserve the meaning of 
the constraints, since the original constraints are unsatisfiable. The effect of the 
side condition is to ensure that eva  l (Y)=3 is chosen for substitution before 
eval (eval (Y)) :eval  (X). 
In summary, the algorithm, when input the equations ~/n, starts with (~/n,{ }) 
and progressively reduces this pair using the simplification steps or the substitu- 
tion step. The algorithm terminates when ~ consists only of constraints of the 
form uncoded(t) or else d contains 0 = 1. The complete algorithm is presented in 
Figure 7. 
We now prove the correctness of the algorithm. We first verify that each step of 
the algorithm preserves the meaning of the constraint. The first lemma verifies that 
the individual transformation steps preserve the meaning of the constraints. The 
second lemma proves that the output step (Step 5 of Figure 7) is correct. 
Lemma 4.1. Let ( ~', ~g' ) be obtained from ( ~, 5g) by a simplification or substitution 
step, then ~' Ad '  is satisfiable if and only if ~ Ad  is satisfiable. 
PROOF. First, consider the case where one of the simplification steps is applied. If 
the simplification step used is Step 1, then the proof is immediate. Now suppose 
that it is Step 2. Clearly it suffices to show that in either Case (a) or Case (b) g~ is 
unsatisfiable. To show this, consider Case (a) and suppose that the equation 
evali(X) = exp(evalJ(X)) (4.1) 
is satisfiable. Let 0 be a solution of this equation and let the normal form of 
eva l J (X0)  be t. From Equation 4.1, it follows that eva l i - J ( t )  =~+~ exp[t]. Con- 
sider the normal forms of both sides of this equation, NF(eva l  i J(t)) and 
NF(exp[t]). If the equation eva l  i J(t) --~+.~, exp[t] is to hold, then it must be the 
case that these two terms contain the same number of coded function symbols. 
That is, V(NF(eval i - J (t)))  = V(NF(exp[t])), where 7(s) denotes the total number 
of coded function symbols in the term s. Now, since the occurrence of eva l J (X )  in 
exp[evalf fX)]  is not enclosed by an eva l  symbol, it follows that NF(exp[t]) is just 
exp[t]. Also, exp[t] contains strictly more coded function symbols than t because 
4q~ may contain constraints ofthe form uncoded(t). 
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the occurrence of evalJ(X) in exp[evalJ(X)] is enclosed by a coded function 
symbol. Combining these two facts with the property that the number of coded 
function symbols in FN(eval i J(t)) cannot exceed V(t) proves that 
V(NF(eval i J(t))) <_V(t) <V(NF(exp[t])) 
and this contradicts V(NF(eval  i J(t)))= V(NF(exp[t])). Hence, 0 cannot be a 
solution of Equation 4.1, and so Equation 4.1 must be unsatisfiable. 
Now suppose that Case (b) of Step 2 applies. Then a similar argument can be 
used, this time with V(s) denoting the number of nonarithmetic symbols in s. 
In the case where Step 3 is applied, the proof is again immediate. Now consider 
the case of Step 4. We show that if i < j  then 
eval i (X)  =~ +A, eva lY(X)  iffuncoded(evali(X)) (4.2) 
Let 0 be a valuation that satisfies the right hand side of equivalence 4.2 and let XO 
be t. Then the normal form of eva l i ( t )  does not contain any coded symbols. 
Hence eva l  / i(evali(t)) is just eval i ( / ) )  and so 0 also satisfies the left hand side 
of equivalence 4.2. Conversely, suppose that 0 does not satisfy the right hand side 
of equivalence 4.2. Then the normal form of eva l i ( t )  must contain at least one 
coded symbol. Now if the normal form of a term s contains coded symbols, then 
the normal form of evalk(s) ,  k > 0, must contain strictly fewer coded symbols. It 
follows that the normal form of (eva l J (X) )0  contains trictly fewer coded symbols 
than the normal form of (evali(X))O and so these terms cannot be equal. 
In the case where Step 5 is applied, W contains the constraint uncoded(t) where 
t is a normal form term (possibly nonground) that contains a coded symbol. Now, 
in any valuation 0, the expression tO contains a coded symbol that is not enclosed 
by an eva1 symbol, and so the normal form of tO must also contain this symbol. 
Hence uncoded(t) is not satisfiable and so replacing it with the unsatisfiable 
constraint 0 = 1 preserves the satisfiability of the constraints. 
If Step 6 is applied to (~,N> to obtain <~',N'>,  then it is clear that ~ AN is 
equivalent o W' AN'  since the constraints have not changed, only their distribu- 
tion between g" and N has changed. Note also that this is the only step that 
changes N, and that this step maintains the invariant that d contains only 
arithmetic onstraints. 
Now consider the case where simplification Step 7 is applied. It is easy to verify, 
by induction on the execution of the algorithm, that if there is an occurrence of 
eva l J (X )  in d that is not enclosed by an eva l  symbol, then any solution 0 of 
g~AN is such that (evalJ(X))O is an arithmetic value. Hence, any expression 
(eval J (X))0 identified by simplification Step 7 is such that eva l (evaU(X) )  and 
(eva l f fX) )0  are equivalent under any solution of ~/xN.  It follows that replacing 
one by the other preserves atisfiability. 
Finally, consider the substitution step. Clearly satisfiability is preserved if an 
equation eva l i (X )  = exp is chosen from ~ and used to replace eva l i (X )  by exp 
in g" and N. It remains to justify the deletion part of the substitution step. Now, in 
the standard unification algorithm, only equations of the form X = t where t does 
not contain X are used as substitutions, and so after substitution the equation 
X=t  can be deleted because the replacement of X by t has the effect of 
completely eliminating X from the system. The situation is similar in the ~'  +~t' 
algorithm except hat substitution is performed using terms of the form eva l / (X) .  
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However the preconditions of the substitution step ensure that all occurrences of 
X in ~" and ~ appear as subterms of an occurrence of the expression eva l i (X) .  
Hence, after substitution, the only way that X can appear is if exp contains 
eval~(X),  and in this case the equation eval~(X)  = exp is not deleted. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let (~,z¢)  be a pair such that none of the transformation steps are 
applicable. Then ~ /xza¢ is satisfiable if and only if d is satisfiable and ~ does not 
contain any equations. 
PROOF. If ~ only contains constraints of the form uncoded(t) then we can extend 
a solution to ~ to a solution for g"/x~¢ by assigning arbitrary numbers to variables 
which only appear in g~. Thus if ~ only contains constraints of the form uncoded(t) 
then clearly ~/x~¢ is satisfiable if and only if ~¢ is satisfiable. To prove the lemma, 
it therefore suffices to show that if g" contains an equation then g" is unsatisfiable. 
Suppose that W contains some equations. Since simplification Step 1 is not 
applicable, each constraint must be of the form eva l i (X )= exp. Choose an 
equation e 1 from g', and let e I have the form evali(X) = exp. Since the substitu- 
tion step cannot be applied, there must be an occurrence of an expression in g~ of 
the form eval J (X) ,  j < i, that is not enclosed by an eva l  symbol. Choose an 
equation e 2 in ~ that contains such an occurrence. Since the substitution step 
cannot be applied, e 2 must be of the form 
evali' ( x ') = exp'[evalJ( X)], (4.3) 
where the occurrence of eva l J (X )  in exp'[evalJ(X)] is not enclosed by eva l .  
Now, we can repeat this argument on the new equation, etc. What results is a 
sequence of equations where each equation has the form outlined in Equation 4.3. 
Now, since go is finite, this process must eventually find an equation that has 
already been considered. Hence g~ must contain the following sequence of equa- 
tions. 
evalil(g2) = expl[evalJl(gl) ] . 
eva ii2 ( X 3) = exp2 [ evalJZ( X 2 )]. 
(4.4) 
eval/.(X1) = eXpn[evalA(Xn) ] . 
We now show that such a set of equations is unsatisfiable. Since i I >J2, we can 
apply some number of eva l ' s  to both sides of the second equation, to eventually 
obtain evoliS(X3) = exp~[evali l(g2)] where i~ >_ i 2. Similarly, because i~ >_ i 2 >-J3, 
we can apply some number of eva l ' s  to both sides of the third equation, to obtain 
evo l6(X3)  = exp~[evoli~(X4)] where i~ >_ i 3. If this process is repeated on the 
remaining equations, the result is the following sequence of equations: 
evali,(x2) = expl [eval],(Xl) ] 
eval i~ ( X 3) : exp~ [eval il ( X 2)] 
, i~ evali3(x4) = exp3[eval (X3) ] (4.5) 
eva i/'( m I ) : exp' n [eva 1/" i ( X, )], 
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where i' t > i/, for l = 2, n. Clearly these equations are satisfiable if the sequence 4.4 
is satisfiable. Moreover, the equations in this new sequence can be combined to 
produce the following equation 
evali'n(X1) = exp"[ exp'n '[ "'" expz[exp'[ eva / j l (X ' ) ] ]  "'" ]l" 
Now i' n > i n >j l .  Such an equation is not satisfiable. The proof of this is contained 
in Lemma 4.1 (see the part dealing with the correctness of simplification Step 2). 
Clearly this implies that both sequences 4.4 and 4.5 are not satisfiable, and this in 
turn implies that g" is not satisfiable. [] 
We now prove termination. The main difficulty here is that some substitution 
steps may cause the equations to increase in size. 
Lemma 4.3. The ~9~ +A" algorithm terminates when input a collection of a~ +,g 
constraints. 
PROOF. It is clear that the exhaustive application of the simplification steps 
terminates. This is because ach of the simplification steps strictly reduces the size 
of equations in g', where the size of an equation s = t is the sum of the number of 
symbols in s and t (note that constraints of the form uncoded(t) in g" do not 
contribute to this size measure). 
Consider now the substitution step. Recall that the effect of the substitution 
step is to choose an equation eva l i (X )  = exp and use it to replace all expressions 
of the form eva l i (X )  by exp. We now split the applications of the substitution step 
into five cases, interspersed with preliminary comments for each case. A subse- 
quent analysis based on these five cases will form the core part of the termination 
proof. The first case is straightforward. 
Case 1. exp does not contain eva lg (x ) .  In this case all occurrences of the 
variables X are removed by this substitution step. 
In the remaining cases (2-5), the equation chosen by the substitution transfor- 
mation must be of the form 
eva l i (X )  = exp[eval J (  X ) ] ,  (4.6) 
where i < j  and the occurrence of eva l J (X )  is not enclosed by eva l  or any 
nonarithmetic symbol. Hence, where 6 = j  - i, the substitution step has the effect 5
of transforming Equation 4.6 into 
exp[ eval J (  X ) I  = exp[ eva la  (exp[ eva  lJ( X ) ] ) ] .  (4.7) 
Note that the preconditions of the substitution step imply that all occurrences of X 
must appear as subexpressions of the occurrence of eva l i (X ) ,  and so it must be 
the case that after eva l / (X )  is replaced by exp[evalJ(X)] in <g ' ,d ) ,  the only 
occurrences of X are in expressions of the form eva lk (X)  where k >j.  We can 
now present he second case. 
5 The substitution step may also alter other equations, but these are not of interest at this point. 
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Case 2. exp[evalffX)] contains an arithmetic symbol. In this case the exhaustive 
application of the simplification steps, when subsequently applied to Equation 4.7, 
will eventually lead to an arithmetic onstraint involving eval f fX) .  This constraint 
will be transferred to z~', and then all expressions of the form evalg(X) ,  k > j  will 
be reduced to eval J (X)  by simplification Step. 7. 
Hence, if another substitution step is applied using an equation of the form 
eva l i ' (x )  = s, then it must be the case that i' =j ,  but since eva l i (X )  appears in 
~,  such an equation would have been transferred to z¢ during the exhaustive 
application of the simplification steps. Thus no such substitution step is possible. 
In the final three cases, exp[evalJ(X)] does not contain any arithmetic symbols, 
and so the repeated application of Simplification Step 1 to Equation 4.7 will 
eventually lead to the constraint eval J (X)  = exp' where exp' is the normal form of 
eval~(exp[eval~(X)]), and then one of the following three cases must hold. 
Case 3. exp' is an arithmetic expression, and so the exhaustive application of the 
simplification steps will transfer the constraint eva l f fX )  = exp' to ~¢. This means 
that all expressions of the form evalk(X) ,  k > j  will then be reduced to eval J (X)  
by simplification Step 7. Hence, as is the second case, there can be no future 
substitutions involving a constraint of the form eval i ' (X)  = s. 
Case 4. exp' is of the form exp'[evalffX)] where the occurrence of eval J (X)  is 
not enclosed by an eva l  symbol and is enclosed by some other symbol. In this case 
a subsequent application of simplification Step 2, followed by an application of 
simplification Step 6, will cause ~¢ to be unsatisfiable. 
Case 5. exp' is of the form eva l / (X )  for some j' >j.  In this case exp[evalJ(X)] 
does not contain any arithmetic symbols, any nonarithmetic symbols, or any coded 
arithmetic symbols. Hence exp[evalffX)] must contain only unary symbols. 
Now, in the first, second or third cases, the application of the substitution 
transformation is such that no further substitution step can involve the same 
variable. In the fourth case, there can be no further substitution steps at all. Since 
the algorithm does not introduce new variables, there must be some stage such that 
all subsequent applications of the substitution fall into the fifth case. 
Suppose that the algorithm does not terminate. Then, there is some point in its 
execution such that all following execution steps are either applications of the 
substitution step that fall into case 5, or an exhaustive application of the simplifi- 
cation steps. Call this the finalphase of the algorithm. Now, let <g',z¢'> be the pair 
just before an application of the substitution transformation i the final phase of 
the algorithm. Let <g~',~¢'> be the pair just after this application of the substitu- 
tion transformation. Consider the subsequent application of simplification steps to 
<g",~¢'>. Since it is assumed that the algorithm does not terminate, only simplifi- 
cation Steps l(a), 3, 4 and 6 are involved. The first simplification step applied must 
be to some new constraints generated by the substitution step (since no simplifica- 
tion steps are applicable to constraints in <g',~¢'>). Such a constraint must be the 
result of replacing occurrences of eva l i (X )  by exp (which contains only unary 
symbols) in some constraints from ~. If the step applied is Step 1, then the 
application must be such that m = n = 1. It is easy to verify that in any further 
applications of Step 1, this must also be the case. It follows that no step increases 
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the number of equations in g" during the final phase of the algorithm. Moreover, 
by definition, each application of the substitution step reduces the number of 
equations by one. Hence, there is some point in the final phase of the algorithm at 
which the substitution step is applied for the last time, and the algorithm must 
terminate immediately after the following exhaustive application of the simplifica- 
tion steps. This contradicts the assumption that the algorithm does not terminate. 
[] 
Theorem 4.1. CLP( ~ +Jig) constraints" are decidable. 
PROOF. l_~t ~/n be a collection of CLP(~' +~)  constraints. By Lemma 4.3, the 
algorithm terminates on input ~/n. Let (~out,dout) be the pair produced at the end 
of the algorithm. It is easy to verify from inspection of the algorithm that either 
dout is unsatisfiable or else no transformation step is applicable to (~out,dout). 
Lemma 4.1 proves that ~/n is satisfiable if and only if ~out A'3~out is satisfiable, and 
I.emma 4.2 proves that ~out Ado,t is satisfiable iff Aou t is satisfiable and ~out 
contains no equations. 
Hence, determining the satisfiability of ~ ,  can be reduced to determining the 
satisfiability of do, t. Now, do, , is essentially just a collection of arithmetic 
constraints. The only complication is that do, r may contain occurrences of eva l  in 
expressions of the form eval i (X) .  However since the simplification Step 6 cannot 
be applied to do, t, these occurrences must be of a special form. Specifically, if 
there are two occurrences evali(X) and evalJ(X) such that neither occurrence is
enclosed by an eva l  symbol, then is must be the case that i =j.  In essence, each 
occurrence of eva l i (X )  is an independent variable, and the appearance of eva l  is 
just part of the variable's name. More concretely, obtain do'u, from do, t by 
deleting all occurrences of eva l .  From the above discussion, it is clear that do',, is 
satisfiable iff do,  ~ is satisfiable. Moreover do'u, contains only real number arith- 
metic constraints, and these can be solved by a standard ecision procedure for the 
real numbers. [] 
We finally remark that the substitution steps performed uring the execution of 
the algorithm can be used to produce "bindings" for the expressions eva l i (X )  
involved in each substitution step. Hence the algorithm can easily be modified to 
construct solutions of the original constraints. 
5. EXTENSIONS TO THE CORE LANGUAGE 
Thus far, we have described the basic language features of CLP(~' +~¢') for coding 
a program and for relating a program and its coding. However, many important 
kinds of meta-programming are not supported by this core language. We now 
argument he language with a collection of system predicates that provide the 
required functionality. 
5.1. Meta-Circular Interpretation 
Meta-interpreters are perhaps the canonical meta-programming application. There 
are a number of different kinds of meta-interpreters. One variation is the degree to 
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which the meta-interpreter re-implements he basic operations of the language as 
opposed to re-using the object-level operations to implement meta-level opera- 
tions. Another is whether the interpreter is a meta-circular interpreter: that is, can 
it be used as its own interpreter. 
We begin with some preliminaries. A key system predicate for writing meta- 
interpreters in Prolog in the c lause /2  predicate, used for accessing program 
rules. We define an analogous predicate uneoded_ru le /2  as follows: the goal 
behaves as if there were facts uneoded ru le  (E, F) for each rule E : -F  in the 
program (and of course uncoded ru le  (A, t rue)  for each fact A). 
Using uncoded ru le /2 ,  we can write the very simple meta-interpreter given 
in Figure 8. A goal ? -g  is run on this meta-interpreter by calling the meta-goal 
? -goa l (g ) .  The reason that this meta-interpreter is so simple is that it uses the 
constraint solver of CLP(~' +~") to implement constraint solving at the meta-level 
- - i t  takes no control over how the constraints are solved. This is achieved by the 
predicate const ra in t / l :  when a constraint subgoal is encountered, it is simply 
passed "as is" to the underlying CLP(~' +~t') system. Note that this simple and 
relatively efficient scheme is only possible because meta-level variables are imple- 
mented using object-level variables. This simple interpreter is the CLP(~' +,¢t') 
analog of the Prolog "vanilla" meta-interpreter of [25]; importantly it is not only an 
meta-interpreter for CLP(2) ,  but it is also a meta-interpreter for CLP(~,q +-~") 
(i.e., it is a meta-circular interpreter). This style of interpreter allows alternate 
control strategies to be implemented easily and efficiently (c.f. ground representa- 
tion approaches). However, it does not allow any changes to be made to the 
constraint solving process. 
We next consider how to write meta-interpreters that reimplement aspects of 
constraint solving. The system predicate uneoded ru le  returns terms rather than 
~¢-coded terms. To implement constraint solving at the meta-level, we need to 
obtain ~¢'-coded forms of the rule base. We reserve the predicate ru le /2  for this 
purpose: the goal ? - ru le (H ,  B) behaves as if there were facts of the form 
ru le (quote(E) ,  quote(F ) )  for each rule E : -F  in the database (and also 
rule (quote (A) , true) for each fact A). 
goal(true). 
goal((A, B)) :- 
goal(A), 
goal(B). 
goal(X) :- 
constraint(X). 
goal(X) :- 
wlcoded_rule(X,Z), 
goal (Z) .  
nothing to prove 
conjunction 
explicit constraint 
call (reduction) 
constraint(A = B):- Y. explicit equality 
A=B.  
constraint(A > B):- Y. etc. 
A>B.  
/* similarly for <, <=, >= */ 
FIGURE 8. The vanilla CLP(~ +~¢¢) meta-circular interpreter. 
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goal(true). ~ as be fore  
goal((A, B)) :- 
goal(A), 
goal(B). 
goal(X) :- 
constraint(X). 
goal(X) :- 
constraint(X = Y), X seize control of 
subgoal/head equality 
rule(Y, Z), ~ this time keep it coded 
goal(Z). 
constraint(A = B):- 
eval(A) = eval(B). ~ explicitly leave to 
Z underlying system 
constraint(A > B):- 
eval(A) > eval(B). ~ etc. 
/* similarly for <, <=, >= */ 
FIGURE9. A meta-interpreter with explicitcontrolofconstraintsolving. 
Figure 9 presents a modified meta-interpreter 6 using rule instead of using 
uncoded ru le .  To use this interpreter, the goal ? -g  is solved by running the 
goal 7 -goa l  (quote  (g ) ) .  This meta-interpreter still uses the underlying CLP(~'  
+~,') constraint solver; however it introduces the necessary structure to implement 
other constraint solvers. For example, we might implement a special equality 
predicate occur_check_equa l i ty  that includes the occurs check for term 
equations, and replace the rule with head const ra in t  (A=B) by 
cont ra in t  (A:B) :- 
fancy_equa l i ty  (A, B) . 
Note that both sides of the equation are kept coded so that the special equality 
predicate can deal with them in the appropriate way. 
Observe that the meta-interpreter in Figure 9 represents a variable x at the 
object-level by eva  l (x) at the meta-level. While this encoding is satisfactory for 
interpreting CLP(~' )  programs, it is problematic for interpreting CLP(~ +~' )  
programs. For example, consider the ? -X -quote(A+B) ,  A=a. The standard 
execution of this goal (after quote  expansion) leads to the bindings X=a~-B, 
A--a. However the meta-interpreter of Figure 9 generates the bindings eva l  (X) - 
A ;B ,  eva l  (A) =a. Note that the variable A in the first constraint is not repre- 
sented by eva l  (A) in the meta-interpreter, and so the resulting constraints are 
incorrect. The underlying problem is an interaction between: (a) the use of 
meta-level variables to represent object-level variables, and (b) the behavior of 
eva l  and quote. One way to solve this problem is to maintain a complete 
distinction between object-level and meta-level variables: this leads to a meta-inter- 
6 For pragmatic reasons, an implementation f rule would require that its first argument be 
constructed, requiring minor alterations to this meta-interpreter. This is because rule-bases tend to be 
indexed by predicate symbol. 
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preter that is similar in structure to the ground approach to meta-programming. 
For completeness we detail how such an interpreter might be written using the 
facilities of CLP(.~' +.~') in Appendix B (as in Figure 9, this interpreter uses the 
CLP(~ +~') solver for illustration purposes; the real purpose of the interpreter is
to provide a framework for writing meta-interpreters that contain their own 
constraint solvers). 
It is worth commenting on the separation of object-level and meta-level vari- 
ables in the meta-interpreter in Appendix B. This separation is cumbersome and 
has a substantial computational overhead: it requires that the meta-interpreter 
maintain explicit mappings between object-level and meta-level variables, and 
perform a meta-level traversal of object-level expressions. However, note that we 
have only used this technique when writing a meta-interpreter hat implements its 
own constraint solver--in such situations, object-level expressions must be tra- 
versed at the meta-level to implement the constraint solver anyway. Moreover, the 
separation of object-level and meta-level variables is only required when we are 
both (a) reimplementing the constraint solver, and (b) requiring meta-circular 
interpretation. 
In summary, by encoding object-level variables as meta-level variables, we allow 
a number of meta-programming tasks to be programmed very simply and effi- 
ciently. Other tasks may require a more expensive separation of object-level and 
meta-level variables, but this is only needed for complex manipulation of con- 
straints, and typically occurs in situations when the costs of meta-interpretation are 
already high. Both classes of applications are supported by CLP(~ +~'). Our 
experience with supporting applications work has indicated that the first class of 
applications are particularly important. 
We now describe some additional facilities for writing meta-interpreters. These 
are particularly useful for the implementation f constraint solving algorithms. 
• nonground/1  and ground/1 ,  respectively, fail and succeed if their argu- 
ment has a unique value; for example, the following goals succeed: 
? -X>3,  nonground (X) . 
? -X>3,  y=f (X) ,  nonground(Y) .  
? -X=3,  Y=f (X) ,  g round(Y) .  
• vat  / 1 and nonvar  / 1, respectively fail and succeed if their argument has 
been constrained in any way; for example, the following goals succeed: 
? -X :Y ,  var (X)  . 
? -X>3,  nonvar (X)  . 
• const ructed /1  and unconst ructed /1 ,  respectively, succeed and fail if 
their argument is bound to a non-variable structure; for example, the 
following goals succeed: 
? -X :3 ,  const ruc ted(X)  . 
? -X>3,  unconst ruc ted(X)  . 
? -X=Y,  unconst ruc ted(X)  . 
? -X=f (Y )  , const ruc ted(X) .  
• ar i thmet ic /1  and syntact i c /  1, respectively, succeed if their argument 
is known to be an arithmetic value or a nonarithmetic value, for example, the 
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following goals succeed: 
? -X+Y:2 ,  X -Y+Z:0 ,  a r i thmet ic (X)  . 
? -X=f (Y )  , syntact i c (X) .  
Furthermore, some useful combinations can be defined, such as: 
number (X)  : -g round(X) ,  a r i thmet ic (X)  . 
which succeeds if its argument has been bound to an actual number. 
5.2. Access to the Current Constraint Set 
We now consider facilities for accessing the current constraint set. Essentially we 
wish to obtain a coded form of (some projection of) the arithmetic onstraint set 
resulting from a computation, so that these constraints may be manipulated 
structurally. The CLP(~q~) system provides access to the current constraint set only 
through the system predicate dump / 1, which takes a list of variables and prints the 
projection of the current collected constraint set with respect o those variables. 
For example, ? -x+Y= 6, Y<-0 ,  dump( [X] ) will print x>= 6. We define a 
similar predicate dump/3  which takes two additional arguments. The final argu- 
ment will be bound to a term representing the /Z/-coding of constraints on the 
variables appearing in the first term, except hat there variables have been replaced 
with the corresponding term in the second argument. For example, 
? -Targets :  [X, Y, Z] , NewVars :  [A, B, C] , X+Y+Z>0,  
dump(Targets ,  NewVars ,  Answer )  . 
resul ts  in the binding Answer= [ i+  B + C>0 ] .  
In most cases this is simple enough. However, it becomes complicated when the 
constraint hat needs to be coded contains an occurrence of quote .  We require 
that the output of dump/3  be such that when eva l  is applied to both sides of 
each component, the result corresponds to the output dump/1.  However, the 
variables should be renamed as required, with eva l  applied to each one. The 
above example satisfies this requirement. 
However, consider the goal 
? -X :quote  (quote (U) ), U -A+B,  
dump([X ,  A, B], [XI, i l ,  BI] ,  G) 
for which one may be tempted to write G [Xl =quote  (quote  (AI+B1))  ]. The 
result of applying eva l  to both sides leads to eva l  (X l ) :quote(A l+B1) ] ,  
^ 
which does not satisfy our requirement: he + has not been replaced by a +. A 
more complex answer, that does satisfy the requirement, is
G:  [X l :quote  (quote (V I) ) , quote(V  i) =V 2, V 2=AI+BI ]  . 
In other words, the coded constraints produced by dump/3  need to be "ex- 
ploded" whenever a quote  must be represented, to ensure that the coding is 
meaningful. 
To illustrate the use of this predicate, we return to the symbolic differentiation 
example of Section 3. The dump/3  predicate nables us to differentiate functions 
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that have been constructed during the execution of a program. Consider the 
following two extra rules and goal: 
so lve(DYDX,X)  :- 
eva I (DYDX)=0.  
% f ind local  ex t remum by 
% equat ing  der ivat ive  to zero 
p(Y,X)  :- % this  is our  example  
% funct ion  
T :X+I ,  % wh ich  s imp l i f i es  to 
Y -T*T .  % Y=(X+I )^2=X^2+2X+I  
?- p(Y,X)  , % Impose  const ra in t  Y :F (X)  
% for some F 
dump([X ,Y]  , [X,Y] , CS) , % Accesses  the coded form of 
% Y(X) 
CS= [C], 
C= (Y-RHS),  % Assume CS is one equat ion  
% Y -F (X)  
d i f f (RHS,  DYDX), % Symbol i c  d i f fe rent ia t ion  
% as be fore  
so lve(DYDX,  X), % F inds extremum, thus b ind  
% X and Y 
pr in t f ( "Turn ing  point :  X -%,  Y=%\n" ,  [X,Y]) . 
Note that the d i f f /  2 predicate is as defined in Figure 2. 
5.3. Self-Modifying Programs 
Dynamic modification of the database is an important meta-programming tech- 
nique. This is typically achieved using the asser t  and re t rac t  predicates, 
although a number of alternatives have been proposed (see, for example, [5]). A 
number of questions arise from the use of these techniques in the context of 
constraint logic programming (with or without the quote  and eva l  facilities). 
Although we focus on asser t  and retract, the same issues arise no matter how 
the database is modified. 
It is usually desirable to be able the selectively delete rules from the database on 
the basis of the ~t'-coded form of the database. For this reason, corresponding to
the definitions of ru le  and uncoded_ru le ,  we define the predicates re t rac t  / 1 
and uncoded_re~ract /1 .  For example, consider the following program: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
p( l  i .5). 
p (x  Y) :-Y 2*x. 
p (X  2*x) . 
p (x  2, x). 
The goal ? -uncoded_ret rac t  (p (X, 2*X) ) removes rules (c) and (d). How- 
ever the goal ? - re t rac t  (quote  (p (x, 2*x) ) ) removes only the rule (c). Rule 
(b) could be removed with the goal ? -uncoded re t rac t  (p (X, Y ) : -W) .  Of 
course, rule (a) would not be removed by any of these goals. 
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In the presence of constraints, the desirable definition of asser t  / 1 is some- 
what unclear. The essential question is how to treat arithmetic onstraints on the 
variables in the term to be asserted. For example, consider the goal 
? -X+Y>2,  asser t  (p (X, Y) ) . 
To motivate our definition of asser t  we examine the behavior of asser t  in 
Prolog in terms of constraints. Consider the following Prolog program and query: 
p( f (U ,  d), e) . 
q ( f (c ,  Z) ) . 
? -p (X ,  Y) , q(X) ,  asser t ( r (X) : - s (Y ) )  . 
The expected result in Prolog is that the rule 
r ( f (c ,  d)) : -s(e)  
is added to the database, since this corresponds to the variable bindings when 
asser t  is called. Equivalently, the call to asser t  may be viewed as the call 
asser t  ( r  (X) : - s  (Y)) in the presence of the constraints 
X=f(U ,  d), Y=e,  X=f (c ,  Z) . 
Simplifying these constraints, and projecting onto the variables occurring in the 
argument o asser t ,  we have 
X=f(c ,  d), Y=e.  
I f  we combine the rule r (x )  : - s (Y )  w i th  a representation of these constraints we 
obtain: 
r (X ) : -X=f (c ,  d ) ,  Y=e,  s(Y)  
which is semantically equivalent to the expected result in Prolog. In Prolog, 
constraints may always be represented as a substitution, and so the explicit 
appearance of constraints in an asserted rule is unnecessary. For example, we may 
represent the constraints {x= f (c,  d) , Y = e} as the substitution {x / f (c,  
d ) ,  Y /e  }, and on applying this to the rule, obtain the expected Prolog result. 
However this is not the case for arithmetic constraints, and so the explicit 
appearance of constraints in an asserted rule is necessary. 
We therefore define the asser t  (h : -b  I . . . . .  bn) adds the rule 
h : - c 1 . . . . .  c , , ,b  1 . . . . .  b n 
to the database, where c l , . . . ,  c m are constraints representing the projection of the 
current collected constraint set with respect o the variables in h : -bz  . . . . .  b,.  For 
example, the goal ? -x+Y>2,  asser t  (p (X, Y) ), given earlier, asserts the rule: 
p (X ,  Y) : -x+Y>2.  
As another example, consider the goal: 
9 -X+Y=2,  x>=0,  Y -2*x<=2,  X>W, 
Y -X>=l ,  asser t  (p (x, Y)) 
which asserts the rule: 
p (X ,  Y) : -x+Y=2,  Y>=l .5 ,  Y<=2.  
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Note that a considerable simplification of the initial constraints has occurred. More 
generally, this supports a technique of constraint partial evaluation. This technique 
consists of executing a query, and then using the simplified form of the answer 
constraints to construct new rules. These new rules represent a specialization of 
the program with respect o that query. For example, 
resistor(V, I, R) :- 
V=I*R.  
?-resistor(V, Ii, RI), resistor(V, I2, R2), 
I=I i+I2,  
assert (parallel_resistors(V, I, RI, R2)) 
results in the assertion of a rule describing the voltage-current relationship of a 
pair of resistors connected in parallel: 
paral le l  resistors(V, I, RI, R2):- 
I =V/R1  +V/R2.  
The facilities we have discussed for adding rules to the database have provided 
no control over the exact syntax of the rule added. For example constraints may be 
simplified and/or  rearranged before the rule is added. It is particularly important 
in some applications to have complete control over the syntax of rules added to the 
database. This control is provided by using an cOt'-coded form of the rule to be 
asserted, where asser t  of an ~'-coded rule is defined to add the rule that is 
~,'-coded. For example, the goal 
?-assert  (quote (p (X, X+X) :-X-3>0) ) 
asserts the rule 
p(X, X+X) :-X-3>0. 
In contrast he goal ?- asser t  (p (x, X + X) : - X- 3 >0 ) could, for example, add 
the (semantically equivalent) rule: 
p(X, Y) :-Y:2*X, Y>6. 
6. IMPLEMENTATION 
To implement the decision algorithm described in Section 4 in its full generality, 
we would need to recognize cyclic dependencies in constraints (see Step 2 of the 
simplification steps in Figure 5). The problem is somewhat analogous to the 
"occurs check" step of Herbrand unification, although in our case cyclic constraints 
are sometimes atisfiable. Unfortunately, recognizing cycles is expensive, and the 
overhead of checking for cycles is required for solving even very simple constraints. 
We have therefore chosen to implement a fragment of the decision procedure. The 
main motivation for this choice is a desire to efficiently solve simple constraints, 
and in particular, to avoid the overhead of a general procedure when it is not 
necessary. A secondary motivation is our observation that cyclic constraints involv- 
ing eva l  rarely appear in practical meta-programs. 
In essence, our implementation can be characterized as follows: any constraint 
of the form t = eval (X), where t is an arbitrary term and x a free variable is 
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treated as a hard constraint [13, 16], that is, the eva l  constraint is not solved but 
delayed until x becomes instantiated. Of course, this means that our implementa- 
tion is not sufficiently powerful to determine the satisfiability of certain classes of 
constraints that involve cyclic dependencies. 
Importantly, this fragment of the decision procedure can be implemented 
efficiently, using only minor modifications to the CLAM (a WAM-like abstract 
machine [14] for CLP(~)) .  7 The delay and awakening of eva l  constraints can be 
managed cheaply using WAM-like variable bindings, involving minimal modifica- 
tions to the CLAM in terms of runtime data-structures, and without significantly 
complicating backtracking. The mechanism we use is very similar to that described 
for f reeze /2  by Carlsson [6]. However, not all of that machinery is needed, as 
awakening a delayed constraint does not corrupt the CLAM data structures as 
much as awakening a rule activation. There is a cost associated with checking for 
awakened constraints, but this penalty must be incurred in the implementation of
any general flexible control mechanisms, uch as f reeze ,  wa i t  or when.  Most 
modern Prolog and CLP systems have such a mechanism, and delaying eva l  
constraints does not add to its overhead. 
We will give an overview of the relevant aspects of Prolog (and CLP(~) )  
implementation technology, describe how eva2 constraints are delayed and awak- 
ened, and briefly mention the consequences for the implementation of backtrack- 
ing and output of answer constraints. 
6.1. Delaying eva l  Constraints 
When a constraint involving eva l  is encountered, it is first rewritten into normal 
form. Then, by introducing appropriate new variables, it is rewritten into an 
equivalent collection of constraints uch that eva l  only appears in primitiue eva l
constraints, of the form t = eva1 (x) where t does not contain any occurrences of 
eva l ,  and × is a free variable. This is easy to achieve and we omit the details. Note 
that a variable × shall be considered free even if an equation ×=eva2 (Y) is 
delayed at the time. 
To manage delayed primitive eva l  constraints, we need to introduce a new data 
cell type (or tag): ETAG. To represent he delayed primitive eva?_ constraint 
t = eva l  (X) : 
1. The reference to t, if it is not global, is made global. This is to avoid dangling 
pointers when the constraint is later awakened. 
2. A new heap structure, ETAG(t, X), is allocated. This can be implemented 
using two cells: the whole object is tagged with an ETAG and one cell for the 
left-hand-side (a pointer to t) and one for a pointer back to x. (The pointer 
back to x is not strictly necessary for implementing the eva l  but is useful for 
finding x, for example when producing answer constraints.) 
3. The variable x is bound to the first cell of the delayed eva l  structure. 
7 The Warren Abstract Machine (WAM) [28] is standard Prolog implementation technology com- 
monly used with software mulation implementations. We also refer readers to the tutorial by Ait-Kaci 
[21. 
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Algorithm 6.1. delay_eval(t, X )  
i f  X is ETAG(I, r) then  
re turn  equate(t, l) 
else 
globalize t if not already global 
bind X to the new eva l  structure ETAG(t, X)  
trail X as an unbound variable 
re turn  TRUE 
FIGURE 10. Delaying a primitive eva3_ constraint. 
There is one additional considerations when delaying eval constraints. Con- 
sider the constraints 
U:quote(X+Y),  V:quote(X-Y),  eval(U):2, eval(V):O, 
which can, of course, be generated quite indirectly. They lead to solving the 
simultaneous equations 
eval(X)+eval(Y):2,  eval(X)-eval(Y) :0, 
and of course we would expect, using the algorithm in Section 4, to obtain the 
solution 
eval(X):eval(Y): l .  
If eva i constraints are going to be delayed as described above, and we wish to get 
exactly the same behavior as the full decision algorithm in all noncyclic cases, all of 
the eva l  constraints waiting on any given variable must be treated as identical. 
That is, only one constraint is delayed, and all subsequent attempts to delay an 
eva l  constraint on the same variable result in the left-hand side being equated to 
that of the delayed constraint. So when there are multiple occurrences, for example 
T 1 = eva l  (X), T 2 = eva l  (X) then it is necessary for only one common represen- 
tative, say T 1, to be used consistently. 
Furthermore, two variables may be equated after they both have a delay 
constraint waiting on them. In that case, an equation between their respective 
left-hand-sides must be established, without their being awakened. This is only an 
issue when two variables are equated by a variable-to-variable binding. If they are 
equated arithmetically (say 2*x -2*Y= 0) the eva l  constraints on x and Y would 
both be awakened anyway, as described below. 
In summary, Figure 10 shows the algorithm for delaying a primitive eva l  
constraint. Note that the use here and elsewhere of a function equate refers to 
solving an equation between two CLP(.9~') terms, which may be syntactic or 
arithmetic in nature (or a combination). 
6.2. Awakening eval  Constraints 
Figure 11 shows how variable binding in unification is modified to deal with 
primitive eva l  constraints. When the delayed constraint is awakened it is treated 
in the same way as the addition of a new eva l  constraint-- i t  is first rewritten to 
normal form and then reduced to primitive eva l  constraints. For example, when 
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Algorithm 6.2. bindvar(X, t) 
i f  X is ETAG(ll, X)  then  
if  t is ETAG(12,t) then  
bind X to t 
trail X with tag ETA G 
re turn  equate(ll,12) 
el i f  constructed(t) or solver_vat(t) 
bind X to t 
trail X with tag ETA G 
awaken delayed constraint ll = eval(X) 
else 
/ *  invariant: t is unbound */ 
bind t to X 
e lse  - - .  
FIGURE II .  Awakening delayed eva l  constraints. 
X :eva l  (Y) is awakened because Y has been bound to f (u, v ) ,  we obtain the 
new constraints 
X: f (U  I, U~) , U l :eva l (U) ,  V i -eva l (V)  
and the last two must be delayed. If a variable x with constraint t=eva l  (X) 
waiting on it becomes, or is bound to, a solver variable, the constraint is awakened 
and reduced to the constraint t -x ,  since an arithmetic term is unchanged by 
application of eva l .  
6.3. Backtracking 
Delaying and awakening eva l  constraints interacts with the process of trailing: 
keeping track of changes to the instantiation status of variables o that it may be 
rolled back on backtracking. In basic Prolog systems trailing is very simple: a trail 
stack is used to record when a variable was bound, so that it may be unbound on 
backtracking. In more advanced Prolog systems, and many CLP systems, a value 
trail is used, because the bindings of variables may actually be changed during the 
course of forward computation. Thus, on backtracking, it is necessary to revert to 
the prior binding rather than merely undoing a binding. A value trail records pairs 
of variable locations and prior bindings when the binding of a variable changes. In 
many systems, such as CLP(~9~'), there is a variety of ways bindings can change, so 
the trail also needs to contain a tag field that records the type of change so that it 
may be correctly reverse on backtracking. Various aspects of tagged trailing in 
CLP(~)  are discussed in [15]. 
The changes to backtracking caused by eva l  delayed constraints are very 
simple, since the CLAM already has a tagged value trail. When a binding of a free 
variable to an eva l  structure is undone, it is treated essentially like any other 
binding. The binding of a cell tagged with ETAG is undone by changing it back to 
an ETAG cell, since such a binding is always trailed with ETAG. 
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6.4. Answer Constraints 
Apart from maintaining the eval  constraints, CLP(~' +~' )  also requires that the 
output of constraints deal with eva l  constraints. This is beyond the scope of this 
paper and we will only mention that they are treated in a similar fashion to other 
hard (nonlinear) constraints [12]. The main issue in the output of such answer 
constraints arises from the fact that there tends to be a well-defined or practical 
notion of normal form for them. Again, virtually any modern CLP system (which 
provides answer/output constraints) already has to deal with the output of such 
constraints in a reasonably readable form, so the added complexity is small. 
7. META PROGRAMMING AND LOGIC PROGRAMMING 
We now briefly survey other work in meta-programming. One of the first papers to 
consider meta-programming in Prolog was by Bowen and Kowalski [4]. They 
presented an interpreter for Prolog written in Prolog. Subsequently, many papers 
have appeared considering different aspects of the issue. For example, meta-inter- 
preters have been used to implement debuggers, new control strategies, and expert 
system shells incorporating explanations and reasoning with uncertainty. Other 
issues considered include source to source transformation of Prolog programs to 
improve the run-time efficiency [27], and partial evaluation (or partial deduction) 
[17, 271. 
A considerable amount of research over the last decade has addressed the 
semantics of Prolog meta-programming. One key issue involves the distinction 
between object-level and meta-level variables. More concretely, suppose we wish to 
resolve an atom with a rule. One way to do this is to define a predicate reso lve  
as follows: 
reso lve( (? -A)  , (H : -Body)  , Body)  : -A :H .  
Then to resolve the goal ? - p (×) with a rule p ( f (Y) : - q (Y) we can execute 
? -Goa l :  (?-p(X)) , 
Rule= (p ( f (Y ) ) : -q (Y ) ) ,  
reso lve  (Goal, Rule, Reso lvent)  . 
In this example, expressions uch as p (x) and p( f  (Y ) ) : -q  (Y) are called 
object-level expressions, since they represent he objects we wish to manipulate. 
The variables, Goal ,  Ru le  and Reso lvent  are meta-level variables; they are 
bound to object-level expressions. More generally, meta-level variables are those 
variables that are used to manipulate object-level expressions. The variables x and 
Y are used here as object-level variables. That is, they are used to represent 
variables in object-level expressions. However, these distinctions are somewhat 
arbitrary. Consider for example the goal: 
? -X  f (a)  , 
Goa l= (? -p (X) )  , 
Ru le= (p( f  (Y)) : -q (Y )  ) , 
reso lve  (Goal ,  Ru le ,  Reso lvent )  . 
Here X is used as a meta-level variable to build up the goal ?-  p ( f (a ) ) .  The style 
of meta-programming illustrated in these examples (which is typical of the tradi- 
tional approach) deliberately confuses object-level and meta-level variables. The 
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advantage of this is flexibility and ease of programming. For example, one can use 
meta-level unification to perform unification at the object level (see, for example, 
the equation A= H in the definition of reso lve ,  which performs the unification of 
the goal atom with rule head). The disadvantage is that the meanings of programs 
can become obscured. For example, when inspecting the structure of a program, 
the only way to test whether a particular subterm is an (object-level) variable is 
through non-logical tests such as the "var" predicate. In essence, there is a tension 
between a desire to achieve reflection (that is, to use meta-level operations to 
implement object-level operations) and a desire for a simple semantics. 
Hill and Lloyd [9] provide a detailed discussion of the problems with the 
traditional approach to Prolog meta-programming, and identifying two separate 
problems: 
• in the intended interpretation of a program, meta-variables and object-level 
variables are intended to range over different domains, and 
• nonlogical, and even nonmonotonic (w.r.t. instantiation) predicates are 
needed to determine whether a given meta-level variable is bound to an 
object-level variable. 
To solve the first problem, variables can be declared to be of either object-level 
or meta-level type. To solve the second problem they suggest hat object-level 
variables be viewed as constants at the meta-level, so that declarative meta-level 
predicates may be defined to analyze representations of object-level terms. In other 
words, the distinction between object-level and meta-level is a static one. 
Sterling and Shapiro [25] introduce a system predicate f reeze /2  for dynamic 
conversion between meta-level and object-level terms. However, this dynamic 
conversion re-introduces the problem of significance of the subgoal selection rule. 
Lim and Stuckey [20] back away from such ad-hoc conversion to avoid this 
problem, but allow their frozen objects to be written as literals anywhere in a 
program. However, the frozen objects are atomic with respect to Prolog unification, 
and thus can only be manipulated using special system predicates, although the 
latter are declarative. 
An alternative approach for representing and manipulating object-level vari- 
ables is that taken in AProlog [22], where object-level variables are represented 
using bound meta-level variables. The substitution of object-level terms for object- 
level variables is performed using applications. Additionally, unification at the 
object-level can be performed by variable replacement (again through term appli- 
cation) and then meta-level unification. In summary, this provides a clean solution 
to the problem of representing object-level variables in which meta-level unifica- 
tion can be used to implement object-level unification. However, the disadvantage 
is that one must assume all of the additional complexities of a higher-order 
language (including a fairly restrictive type system). 
More recent work has focused on the development of declarative forms of 
Prolog meta-programming based on the "ground representation" approach [1, 23, 
8, 3]. In short, a complete separation of object-level and meta-level concepts is 
maintained by encoding object-level xpressions (terms, goals, programs) as ground 
meta-level terms. Importantly, it has been shown that a number of aspects of 
Prolog meta-programming (originally introduced using somewhat ambiguous oper- 
ational definitions) can in fact be reformulated in a simpler, declarative manner. 
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The ground representation approach sidesteps the issues of amalgamating the 
object and meta-level which is one difference with our approach. The paper by 
Martens and De Schreye [21] gives a semantics for vanilla (nonground) metapro- 
gramming and gives a sensible semantics for amalgamation. 
Even for Prolog, efficient implementation is still a major research issue for the 
ground representation approaches; for CLP(~') the problem is likely to be signifi- 
cantly harder. Unfortunately in the context of constraint programming the "ground 
representation" approach requires a constraint solver that can be applied to 
ground descriptions of "object level constraints." Implementing such a solver 
within the language usually adds considerable overhead hence CLP systems typi- 
cally require some form of reflection in order to make use of the existing constraint 
solver. Any form of reflection brings with it the danger of semantic problems, for 
example those associated with freeze (see [20]). The approach to meta-program- 
ming used in the ECLiPSe system, described in [19] (also implemented in [10]), has 
similar problems. For example the goal s 
? -X :Y+I ,  X#-Z+I  
first binds X to the (PROLOG) term Y+ 1, the next equation evaluates both sides 
in terms of arithmetic expressions, and adds the arithmetic constraint Y + 1 = Z + 1 
or equivalently Y = Z, and succeeds. The goal 
? -X#:Z+I ,  X :Y+I  
fails, because the first equation equates X to the arithmetic term Z + 1, and then 
attempts to equate X with a PROLOG term Y + 1 which fails since no arithmetic 
value can be equal to the term. 
It is an open question as to whether these recent developments in Prolog 
meta-programming (many of them subsequent to the main developments of our 
work) can be generalized to develop more declarative meta-programming facilities 
for CLP(~). Can such a system provide the flexibility, conciseness, expressiveness 
and ease of use of our approach? We leave these important questions to future 
work. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have described the systematic addition of meta-programming facilities to the 
CLP(~) language. The overall approach as been to extend the core language of 
CLP(~') to facilitate coding and decoding of terms, obtaining the language 
CLP(3 +~) .  Then extra features are added for specific kinds of meta-program- 
ming applications. The essential theoretical property of decidability for the new 
kinds of constraints possible has been presented. 
The new facilities allow for the easy manipulation and meta-interpretation of 
CLP(~) programs. Furthermore, full meta-circular interpretation f CLP(~' +~)  
programs is possible. This work enables not only the standard meta-programming 
applications to be written (such as debuggers, expert systems, etc.), but also 
supports ome new kinds of applications. These include meta-interpreters incorpo- 
rating novel constraint solvers, simplification algorithms or domains of computation 
related to ~,  as well as constraint partial evaluation and the prototyping of novel 
8 ECLiPSe uses =/2 for unification and # /2 for arithmetic. 
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constraint languages. Many of these new applications depend heavily on the 
particularly constraint-oriented aspect of our approach. 
A pragmatic implementation strategy for the core language xtensions has been 
presented. The meta-programming facilities described in Section 5 and the partial 
decision algorithm described in Section 6 are available in the CLP(~')  version 1.2 
release [7]. An earlier release containing most of these features has been used by a 
number of programmers, and some results have been reported [18, 26]. 
Finally we note that the underlying approach of this paper, of systematically 
providing new function symbols to code every interpreted function symbol, and 
adding language facilities to convert between coded and uncoded forms, is in 
principle applicable to any CLP language. The decision procedure for ~ +~¢" 
constraints effectively separates ~/' and Jr" constraints and hence may easily be 
modified for another underlying interpreted omain ~¢. We argue that a major 
strength of this approach lies in the integration of meta-programming facilities and 
the constraint paradigm. 
APPENDIX A: PROOFS FOR PROPOSITIONS IN SECTION 3 
We first prove Proposition 3. We refer to [11] for standard efinitions and results, 
although the results used in this appendix are actually due to [24]. For readers not 
familiar with the theory of term rewriting, the major concepts used here are those 
of local confluence, termination, and normal form. The normal form of a term is a 
term that is obtained from the original one by a sequence of applications of rewrite 
rules but to which none of the rules is applicable. The local confluence property for 
a given set of rewrite rules tells us that for any two rules applicable to a term the 
order of applying them is not significant. A set of rules is terminating if no infinite 
sequences of applications are possible for any term. Normal forms are unique in a 
locally confluent, terminating system of rewrite rules. 
Proposition A.3. Let a and b be ground CLP(~q~ +~)  terms. Then 
a =~+~ b iffUF(a) ~-~+ UF(b).  
PROOF. We first verify that =Le is locally confluent modulo --~+. The two 
conditions which must be satisfied (see [11], p. 802) are 
(a )  if a =~e b and a =~, c then b ,~ c 
( /3)  i fa~+banda~,ecthen  b~c,  
where b J, c iff there exists a u derivable from b and a v derivable from c such that 
u =~+ v. Condition a is easily satisfied because a ~ b and a ~,e c implies that 
there is a u such that b =~j, u and c ~,  u. This can be verified by a simultaneous 
structural induction argument on a and b. Similarly, condition /3 can be easily 
verified by a simultaneous structural induction a and b. It is also easy to verify that 
=~x is a N6therian relation. 
It immediately follows from results in [11] that =~x is confluent modulo ---~+, 
that is, if a --~+ b, a' is derivable from a and b' is derivable from b, then there 
exists an a" that is derivable from a and a b" that is derivable from b such that 
a" --~ + b". The proof of the proposition then immediately follows by taking a' and 
b' to respectively be NF(a) and NF(b). [] 
It is now easy to prove the remaining two propositions using Proposition 3. 
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Proposition A.1. Let a and b be ground CLP(~)  terms. Then a =-~÷~, b iff a ~e b. 
P~ooF. Since a and b are CLP(~')  terms, they do not contain any eva l  symbols 
and hence they are already in normal form. Hence by Proposition 3, a =so+ b. Since 
a and b do not contain any meta function symbols, it is easy to verify that this 
implies a--~ b. [] 
Proposition A.2. Let a and b be ground CLP(~')  terms and let a be the quote 
expansion of quote(a). Then eva l (~)  =~+~, b iff a --~ b. 
P~oor.  It is easy to verify by induction on a that eval ( f i )  --~÷~, a. This proves the 
"if" direction. Conversely, eva l (~)  --~÷~e b implies that a --~+,e b, and since a and 
b are CLP(~')  terms, this can only be the case if a --~ b (by Proposition 1). [] 
APPENDIX B: CLP(J2 +At') META-CIRCULAR INTERPRETER 
Here we describe how to write meta-circular interpreters in CLP(~')  that reimple- 
ment the object-level constraint solving at the meta-level. The interpreter we 
present gives the skeleton of such an interpreter, and then for completeness (and 
brevity) it in fact reuses the meta-level constraints olver. (We remark that if one 
wishes to reuse the meta-level constraint solver for solving object-level constraints, 
then we can write a much simpler meta-circular interpreter for this purpose that 
does not separate meta-level and object-level variables--see Section 5.1.) 
We break the code into sections and describe the sections separately. If the 
variable G is bound to the coding of a goal, the meta-interpreter is invoked with 
the call ? -  ca l l  (G, [ ] ). 
The first set of rules define the core of the meta-interpreter. 
goa l  (true, _) :- [ . 
goa l (  (A, B) , VL) :- !, 
goa l (A ,  VL) , 
goa l (B ,  VL) . 
goa l (X ,  VL) :- 
const ra in t (X ,  VL) ,  !. 
goa l (H ,  HV) :- 
H= .. [m I Arg] , 
samelength(Arg ,  Arg l ) ,  
H I : . .  [P I Argl ]  , 
ru le (H l ,  Bod) ,  
get_vars ( [H l  I Bod] 
[ ], BV),  
append(HV,  BV, VL) , 
const ra in t (H=Hl ,  VL  , 
goa l (Bod ,  BV) . 
% decompose  goa l  in to  
% pred icate /args  
% make same length  arg  l i s t  
% make a s imi la r  head  
% f ind  ru le  w i th  that  head  
% get  var iab le  l i s t  for 
% execut ing  body  
% make var iab le  l i s t  for  
% head const ra in t  
% check  head const ra in t  
% execute  body  us ing  body  
% var iab les  on ly  
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Then one rule is needed for each kind of primitive constraint to be executed. 
We only show two. 
const ra in t  (A:B, VL) :- 
decode(A,  VL, AA) 
decode(B,  VL, BB) 
AA=BB.  
% const ra in t  i s= 
% decode  te rm and rename var iab les  
% in both  left and r ight  
% then equate  two s ides us ing  meta  
% language equa l i ty  
const ra in t (A>B,  VL) :- 
decode(A,  VL, AA) 
decode(B,  VL, BB) 
AA>BB.  
% this  t ime const ra in t  is a > 
% decode  both  s ides 
% as be fore  
% th is  t ime use meta  language > 
To decode a coded term and rename variables according to the variable 
association list, we need to recursively traverse a term, renaming those variables we 
encounter. 
decode(X ,  VL, Y) : -  % found a var iab le  so 
% rename 
var(X) ,  !, var_ lookup(X ,  VL, Y) . 
decode(quote(quote(T ) ) ,  VL, TT) :- % stop when we f ind a 
% coded 
% quote  symbol  
rename(T,  VL, TT). 
decode(quote(eva l (T ) ) ,  VL, eva l (TT) ) : -  
decode(T ,  VL, TT) . 
decode(quote(T l+T2) ,  VL, TT I+TT2) : -  
decode(T l ,  VL, TTI), % decode  al l  the 
% ar i thmet ic  terms 
decode(T2 ,  VL, TT2) . 
decode(quote(T i -T2) ,  VL, TT I -TT2)  :- 
decode(T l ,  VL, TTI), 
decode(T2 ,  VL, TT2) . 
decode(quote(T l *T2) ,  VL, TT I*TT2)  :- 
decode(T l ,  VL, TTI),  
decode(T2 ,  VL, TT2) . 
decode(quote(T l /T2)  , VL, TT I /TT2)  :- 
decode(T l ,  VL, TTI), 
decode(T2,  VL, TT2) . 
decode(R,  VL, R) :- 
rea l (R) ,  I. 
decode(T,  VL, TT) :- 
T=. .  IF I Args] ,  
decode_ l i s t (Args ,  VL, CArgs) , 
TT : . .  [F I CArgs] . 
% number  is coded  as 
% i tse l f  
% decode  arguments  of a 
% term 
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% do the same as above  for  l i s t s  of a rguments  
% uses  the  above  code  
decode_ l i s t ( [  ], _, [ ]). 
decode_ l i s t ( [T  I TL],  VL, [TT I TTL])  :- 
decode(T ,  VL, TT), 
decode_ l i s t (TL ,  VL, TTL) . 
% rename a l l  the  var iab les  in a te rm us ing  the assoc ia t ion  
% l is t  
rename(X ,  VL, Y) :- 
var (X) ,  l, var_ lookup(X ,  VL, Y). 
rename(T ,  VL, TT) : -  
T=. .  [F I A rgs ] ,  
rename_ l i s t (Args ,  VL, CArgs) ,  
TT - . .  [F i CArgs]  . 
% rename var iab les  in a l i s t  of a rguments  
rename_ l i s t ( [  ], _, [ ]). 
rename_ l i s t ( IT  I TL],  VL, [TT I TTL]) :- 
rename(T ,  VL, TT),  
rename_ l i s t (TL ,  VL, TTL) . 
This procedure extractsthe var iablesfrom a l i s to fa toms,  terms, etc. 
get_vars ( [  ], VL, VL) . 
get_vars ( [Y  i L], VL in ,  VLout )  :- 
var (Y ) ,  !, 
(var_ lookup(Y ,  VL in ,  _ ) ->  
VL=VL in  
VL=[ [Y ,  YY] I VL in]  
% no var iab les  to ext rac t  
% f i rs t  is a var  
% e i ther :  
% a l ready  seen  it 
% a new one: add  it 
), get_vats (L ,  VL, VLout )  . % do the rest  
get_vars ( [T  I L], VL in ,  VLout ) : -  
T=. . [ _  I A rgs ] ,  % f i r s t  is a complex  te rm 
get_vars (Args ,  VL in ,  VL),  % ext rac t  f rom subterms 
get_vars (L ,  VL, VLout )  . % rest  of l i s t  
These simple utilities require two lists to be of the same length, and find a 
variable's associat ionin a l i s to fvar iab le  pairs. 
samelength( [  ], [ ]) . 
samelength( [X  I Xs],  [Y I Ys]) :- 
samelength(Xs ,  Ys) . 
var_ lookup(X ,  [[XX, Y] I L], Y) :- 
X - -XX ,  !. 
var_ lookup(X ,  [_ I L], Y) :- 
var_ lookup(X ,  L, Y) . 
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